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TaaS (Teams as a Service): ultimate
hypergrowth solution for large transport
logistics companies. 

Products Presented: 

1.

We knock through fixed transport hiring barriers,
swapping machine-like transactions for long-lasting,
beneficial relationships. 

Our exclusive products are offered on both a temporary
and permanent basis.     
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4. CSR (Greenify Talent): Start-
up environmental initiative

 

2. SOW (Statement of Work): on-going  
 solution for fast growing start-ups

3. Key Hire: Bespoke hiring solution
for senior, project critical roles 



Teams as a Service is the 'Outsourced in-house' solution for logistics companies with an
already established workforce (50+) which are seeking to scale up rapidly. 

As the name suggests, TaaS takes responsibility for the provision of a team-on-demand
service, delivering against a pre-agreed plan, behaving as an in-house talent acquisition
'unit'. This popular and brand new solution can support, replace, or compete with any
generic and incumbent internal hiring teams. 

Our service is, uniquely, a FREE model, where we are totally aligned to our customers'
success. 

On-site specialist with access to full
database of candidates for quick
rolling hires 

TaaS  

FEATURES BENEFITS

(Teams as a Service)

INVESTMENT

Turn on, turn up, and turn off
agility 

Fixed cost and transparent model

On-site talent acquisition specialist
and exclusive Account Manager  

This is the Best-in-class 'fix' for companies
which really care about getting enough of the
right people, where they need them, globally!

Significant annual savings

Excellent candidate experience and
word-of-mouth attraction 

Cost and time efficient; leaving the
experts to deliver the staff you need
consistently

Transparency and contained hiring costs

Builds your employer brand within
the logistics community

Sole supplier basis per depot so no
need for multiple agencies 

Complete management of staff to
effect 'total and complete hiring
success'

No extra fee (included in our
standard fees)
Free, F/T on-site Account
Manager (minimum 50
candidates pp per site) 
Reviewed quarterly 
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To fulfil our customers’ orders, the nature of our business
requires us to source on tap candidates at the drop of a hat and
having Intrepid Global work as an in-house team, helps us to
achieve this.

Their rich database of candidates, ranging from HGV drivers, Van
Drivers, Warehouse Operatives, through to administrative
support such as temporary planners and despatch staff, meant
that we were never short of skilled workers. 

Their ability to gather so many candidates in such a short
amount of time still surprises me, however from what we’ve
witnessed, I can only assume it’s due to the great relationships
they have with their temps and their tenacity to uplift with
purpose when it really matters. 



SOW  

FEATURES BENEFITS
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INVESTMENT

Expensive consultancy options 
Releasing your internal teams to do other core tasks 
Quicker turnaround times for faster project results  

Statement of Work enables clients to work with us to manage the full staffing process for their
new/growth project. This works on a sole supplier basis, guaranteeing an agreed amount of hires
at a rebated cost over a time scale of deliverability. Such Outcome-based project delivery = the
modern alternative to:

As a modern solutions partner, we behave more like consulting practices, delivering completed
work against milestones, managing the entire process from resourcing, team construction,
through to account management and project delivery.  

Consumer Brands use us to establish the ideal delivery teams, cutting out the middleman and
coming directly to us, our clients have greater: agility, control, and cost savings. 

SOW via Intrepid Global offers a
complete suite of service options:

Full project management 

On shore, and near shore delivery 

Detailed progress reporting 

Project agility to accommodate scope
expansion 

Various free structures: Roadmap,
Milestones, or a combination of both 

Contract alignment to match any 
 concurrent agreements 

Our SOW model is unique:

Delivery-focused outcomes 

Efficiencies built into all stages 

Multiple pricing/rebate options 

Unlimited talent pool, sourced globally 

Simplifying complex issues 

Permanent terms work at 18% of
annual salary per candidate
Reduced fee for bulk hires (min 5
P/M)
Financial rebate on completion (by
agreement)  
Quarterly review 

Depending on the program requirement:

Superb employer brand recognition 

Our company has seen impressive growth over the last
year and a half, whereby we used Intrepid Global’s SOW
product on a sole supply basis to help us open 3 new
depots. 

They provided us with a full hiring road map with set
timelines based on the operational forecast we provided
them, and they fulfilled every deadline we set out.

For our latest project, they introduced us to our Transport
Operations Manager, Transport Supervisor, two Transport
Operators and our irreplaceable in-house Trainor on a
perm basis.



KEY HIRE  

FEATURES BENEFITS

INVESTMENT

When it's important to get the right person for a business or project critical role, not just the
first person in a CV race - our Key Hire product truly is best in-class. 

From Transport Managers through to Operations Directors, our shortlisting process, mixed
with our bespoke hiring service, guarantees candidates that are proven leaders, with the skills
and personality to always deliver and enhance your cuture.

Our modern and constantly revised version of a classic search comes with a suite of value-
add features to guarantee efficiency, success, and customer satisfaction. 

Tech first "deep-searching", to
create unparalleled long-lists for our
team of dedicated senior delivery
people to drill down from

Broader reach anywhere globally 

Efficiencies across all aspects of the
process

Exceptional candidate journey and
experience 

Innovative and creative 'edge' in the
search for exceptional talent 

Bespoke screening programme
exclusive to your company,
guaranteeing brand culture and
requirements are met successfully 

Results 
Time commitments 
Boosted efficiency 

Guaranteed: Unlimited access to our experienced
talent acquisition team, specialising
in white collar placements
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Intrepid Global have been outstanding to work with. We
were incredibly impressed by the level of
communication and attention to detail, using their Key
Hire service to create a bespoke shortlisting process
that was so well tailored to us, it was as if they were an
internal team. 

The talent acquisition of senior members of staff is
crucial to the progression of our journey as a company
and so it was refreshing to have a talent solution
partner that truly aligns themselves with our brand
vision and culture. 

Sole supplier basis per depot so no
need for multiple agencies 

No extra fee (included in our
standard fees)
20% of standard fee required
upfront 
80% of standard fee required on
delivery 
Guaranteed submissions within
three weeks
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NEXT STEPS  
We knock through fixed transport hiring barriers, swapping machine-like
transactions for long-lasting, beneficial relationships. 

Working around the clock, we are available 24/7, providing you with help
and guidance on tap, whenever you need it. 

CONTACT US FOR A
CONSULTATION:


